
Cycling helmet ABUS-MonTrailer polar white

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
52/58 cm 791377 4003318781377 3+
58/61 cm 791378 4003318781384 3+

Suggested retail price: 138.99 € s DPH

Description

Abus cycling helmet.  The cycling helmet is made of high-quality materials and will provide the necessary protection
during cycling adventures. It has a modern sports design. It is made with In-Mold technology, which makes it
durable, strong, but light. EPS combined with five linked polycarbonate shells and ActiCage make this helmet
extremely safe and robust. The helmet has a structured reinforcement (mesh), which is integrated inside the EPS
for even greater strength, compactness and stability of the helmet material. The n a bike helmet provides additional
protection against external influences thanks to the reduced lower edge.

The bicycle helmet is easily adjusted using the Zoom Ace system wheel at the back. You can adapt it to the
circumference of your head as you need. The advantage is the soft padding providing comfort during wearing. The
cycling helmet has several ventilation holes that provide the necessary air supply and prevent the head from
overheating. The soft and adjustable straps are easily fastened under the chin with a buckle. The Abus helmet has a
sun visor and the GoggFit system allows the glasses to be stored securely when not in use. It is also suitable for
cyclists with long hair - the braid fits into the helmet.

Product details:

Abus bicycle helmet
modern sports design
durable, strong and light In-Mold construction
extremely safe thanks to EPS and ActiCage technology
additional protection against external influences thanks to a reduced lower edge
Zoom Ace technology for individual adjustment
soft inner padding
5 inlet and 7 outlet vents
soft and adjustable straps
sun shield
the GoggFit system enables safe storage of glasses
also suitable for cyclists with long hair
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